Abstract. We propose a new class of tree automata, called tree automata with normalization (TAN). This framework is obtained by extending equational tree automata, and improves the results of the previous work, such as: recognized tree languages modulo the idempotency f (x, x) = x are closed under complement, which are not closed in equational tree automata, besides we do not lose important decidability. In the paper, first we investigate the closure properties of this class for Boolean operations and the decidability relative to the equational tree automata. Next we consider the relationship to other automata frameworks, in particular, hedge automata, which is a class of unranked tree automata. Hedge automata have been recognized in the XML database community as a theoretical basis for modeling the manipulation of semi-structured data. Through the observation about transformations from hedge automata to tree automata, we discuss advantages in the expressiveness and complexity of TAN. As an application of our framework, we show an example that XML schema with constraints that can not be dealt with by other tree automata frameworks is manipulated by TAN.
Introduction
Tree automata accept trees as word automata accept words. It is often considered that the class of tree automata inherits by definition the benefit from word automata that guarantees important bases for automated reasoning, including closure properties for Boolean operations and the positive decidability results. Propertywise there is no doubt in regular tree automata being a generalization of regular word automata, and in fact, several verification tools are designed based on useful properties of tree automata [9, 11, 12] .
However, tree automata accept irregular words. That means, for instance, the set of trees t i+1 = f(a, f(t i , b)) and t 1 = f(a, b) is regular in the sense of tree automata, while a i b i , which are the leaves of t i , are no longer regular in words. This is a natural consequence from the fact that trees accepted by regular tree automata are the derivation trees of context-free grammar, and thus, Pumping Lemma for regular tree automata, e.g. [3] , can be seen as a variant of uvwxylemma for context-free grammar, where for every context-free grammar G, there exists a natural number k such that, whenever a word z whose length |z| is greater than k is generated by G, z can be decomposed to be uvwxy containing non-empty words v, x and for every n 0, uv n wx n y is generated by G. In the setting of equational tree automata, this becomes much more clear. We showed in [22] that the class of regular tree automata modulo associativity axioms is closely related to the class of context-free grammar. Moreover, monotone tree automata modulo associativity which are the super-class of regular tree automata modulo associativity are related to context-sensitive. These observations are obtained from the property that regular tree automata modulo associativity (for short, regular A-TA) are not closed under intersection or complement, and also from that the class of monotone tree automata modulo associativity (monotone A-TA) is not decidable in the emptiness, universality and inclusion problems. Furthermore, looking at the transition rules, regular rules f (α 1 (x 1 ), . . . , α n (x n )) → β (f (x 1 , . . . , x n )) in tree automata are the production rules β → α 1 · · · α n of context-free grammar, and monotone rules f (α 1 (x 1 ), . . . , α n (x n )) → f (β 1 (x 1 ), . . . , β n (x n )) in tree automata are the rules
What should be then the counterpart of regular word languages in tree languages? In the paper, we introduce a new tree automata framework, called tree automata with normalization, that extends equational tree automata and generalizes the results of them. This class of tree automata includes regular tree automata with associativity normalization (regular TA + R A ) that accept a candidate of the counterpart of regular word languages.
In equational tree automata, depending on the equational theory, we may lose the Boolean closedness or an important decidability result. In addition to the above-mentioned problems, it is known that regular tree automata modulo ACI theory (associativity, commutativity and idempotency) are not closed under complement. There is the same problem in the classes of tree automata modulo exclusive-or and Abelian group theories [29] . In the table below, we summarize the closure properties and decidability results. The class of languages accepted by regular tree automata with associativity normalization is closed under associativity (= A ), union (∪), intersection (∩) and complement (( ) C ). The membership (∈?), emptiness (=∅?), universality (= T ?) and inclusion (⊆?) problems are decidable. In the table, the positive results are indicated by , and the negative results are -. These results for regular TA + R A and for other useful classes are the consequence of Theorems 1-5 in the following Sections 3 and 4. The class of the above regular TA + R A is closely related to hedge automata. Hedge automata, originated from [27] , are the automata which accepts unranked
